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Up To Congress To Extend Veterans' Educational Benefits

Are you a veteran? Did you serve during a period since January 31, 1957? If your answer is yes, you qualify for the new educational benefits that are now part of the Small Business Administration's program to help veterans re-enter civilian life.

A bill introduced in Congress by Senator Barry Goldwater (R-AZ) would extend the benefits of the GI Bill to veterans who wish to attend college or vocational school. The bill would also provide funds for the development of vocational training programs.

President's House To Be Razed

According to authoritative sources, the White House will be razed in the near future. It is said that the president's house will be torn down and replaced with a modern structure.

A new feature of the president's house will be the addition of a new wing which has been designed to accommodate the growing family of the president.

About 800 Foreign Students Here Now

Howard University may have doubled its foreign student population since the conclusion of the Second World War. According to Dr. Armond J. H. Johnson, Acting Director of Admissions, the University now has about 800 foreign students in residence, making up about one-fifth of the total student body.

Dr. Johnson also observed that the largest number of foreign students coming in is on the first day of second semester regis

Army To Cut ROTC Training

The Department of the Army has announced a cutback of military instruction in the departments of military science and engineering. According to the Department of Defense, this decision is being made in response to the current economic situation.

The move is intended to reduce the cost of training cadets, which is estimated to be about $200 per cadet.

Air Force Seminar

The history and future of military tactics and strategy was the subject of a seminar presented by the Department of Military Science at Howard University.

The seminar was held in the browsing room of the University Library.

Current Vietnam Study

A current Vietnam study is being conducted by the Department of Military Science at Howard University.

The study is being conducted by a group of 17 students, under the direction of Lt. Col. W. Johnson, USM.

Marius Cited By Int. T. & T. Officials

For Outstanding Scholarship Award

Howard University engineering student Marius C. Johnson has been cited by the International Telephone and Telegraph Corporation for outstanding scholarship achievement. The honor was received at the annual scholarship dinner at Howard, 5:00 p.m.

Temporary Arrangements Necessary

DEAN OF MEN DUTIES DIVIDED FOR 2ND TERM

By Leonard S. Brown

Dr. Armond J. Blackburn, absence from the University to serve as advisor to the Minister of National Service of the newly independent African nation of Senegal, has announced this week temporary administrative arrangements for the office of Dean of Men and Foreign Student Adviser. The Dean of Men, Henry A. Ryan, has announced the following:

Frederick's Hospital Transfer Still Pending

Legislation to clarify transfer agreements of veterans from one hospital to another is necessary in the Senate's Labor and Public Welfare Committee. According to Senator Morse (D-Vt.), the legislation in question, S. 1045, is still pending in the Senate's Labor and Public Welfare Committee.

The main objection to the bill's enactment is that hospitals' bills for services rendered prior to the effect of the bill cannot be paid.

S. 1045, which is supported by the Joint Committee on Military Health, would assure that veterans' hospital bills for services rendered prior to the effect of the bill can be paid.

To some extent, however, this is not true because it is not clear that the bill will pass the Senate before the end of the year.

Mr. James L. Carey, Director of the Veterans Administration, has announced that the VA will continue to offer veterans' hospital benefits to veterans who have not been discharged from the military.

Prof. Hamberry resigns

Associate Professor of History William Leo Hamberry has resigned from his University teaching and foreign students advisory positions, according to his announcement in the University's student newspaper.

Professor Hamberry, whose resignation became effective on January 1, 1960, will be replaced by Dr. Robert F. Johnson.

Mr. Hamberry has been active in many African-American organizations and is a member of the American Historical Association.

President of Engineering and Architectural Student Council is an officer of the University's Engineering and Architectural Student Council.
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Human Barricades Block Steps, Disturb Miner Hall Office workers

It is high that the conduct of students using the recreation area brought into public light.

On a trip up the front steps of Miner Hall, through the passage way, and into the Student Lounge at a busy noon-time one pourrait be amazed at the number of students that were in the corridor, and young men with hats on their heads inside the building. The blocking of the corridor and the miner from looting has been forbidden to the three offers which carry on happiness in Miner Hall.

We are not suggesting that the situation is constantly disturbing, but its affects aren't very bad.

It must be admitted, however, that the Student Lounge is far too small for the students who press upon it. Steps should definitely be taken to examine the feasibility of increasing Lounge space.

Yarbrough Bill Definitive Need In Veterans' Benefits

When the HILTOP went to press Senator Yarbrough's bill calling for extension of educational benefits for veterans serving since January 31, 1959 was slated for debate on the floor of the House of Representatives.

The bill, Yarbrough says, supports the position of the National Students Association that the measure fills a definite need in our defense program and that educational benefits are "properly considered a means of minimizing the unfavorable effects of military service on the lives of the individuals involved."

Further we agree with a Washington Post editorial of August 2 that "Senator Yarbrough has a definitive need in the public service and that educational benefits are "properly considered a means of minimizing the unfavorable effects of military service on the lives of the individuals involved."

The release from Senator Yarbrough's office states: "It will open educational and job training assistance to some 1 million veterans, to whom a well trained and academically trained technical, scientific, and engineering, whose services are critically needed."

The HILTOP hopes that Congress will pass Senator Yarbrough's bill, since, as the Washington Post stated, "it is indefinitely in the public service."

Letters To The Editor

Fellowship House Dear Editor;

The increasing awareness of the user's need for a positive social, aesthetic, scientific, and educational environment will be tantamount to understanding goodwill in all American communities. Sagacity of the American people will determine whether or not a community or individual is brought forth in the realization of this fact. In this effort to alert a community to its obligations America's House can play a significant role.

Because it is relatively unknown, it is quite the opportunity of the organization to broaden the understanding of the individual through an intergroup experience. Dr. Martin Luther King says: "The racial problem will be settled when and as the white and the colored man learn that every American considers himself a member of a community with "...

On Hilltop Africa Dear Editor;

I do want to express my gratitude for the copies of the HILTOP issue on Africa in Our Mind.

The issue was timely information, and presented a well-rounded survey of the Continents as well as views of African students on the campus.

Pharo Goldman

Behind The Desk

(An Editor's Column)

On HILTOP BLOOPS

Mr. Michael Thelwel has written a brief story on Dean Ryan in the previous issue. A short by mentioning, in regard to his military record, only that he spent the 30th year of the infantry regiment of the United States. In addition to that fact, the story mentions in the rehearsal for the.fight in 1942, and served also as a member of the Air Force, as a Military Air Force, as a member of the Air Force, as a member of the Air Corps.

The HILTOP also stated that Dean Ryan's daughter is 18 years old. This was a typographical error. She is eight.

In all of the discussion about Dean Ryan, both student and academic, it would appear that the last were not complete without the story of the war. Stories about the war which would not be complete was the 10th issue of the HILTOP and its contents

As expected, "The Valley" was controversial.

It seems to me that a system which provides for young people being taken into its leader or some group, provides a cooperative system in which programs are judged on their merit and not hampered by personal feelings or prejudices that exist. And I was not surprised that this opportunity to voice his disagreement on the development of the new magazine if it was published.

Thus, "The Valley" was hot, in my opinion, explainable that "most people's criticism was well placed."

A MATTER OF FACT

It was the manner in which the issues were discussed. The lack of understanding with damaging ambiguous adjectives that so many of us read personal groups was always an issue, as did the noise from loud speaking, but some time it gets pretty bad.

It must be admitted, however, that the Student Lounge is far too small for the students who press upon it. Steps should definitely be taken to examine the feasibility of increasing Lounge space.

Mr. Wilson has traveled to Norway and all of the countries of Western Europe. He is deliberating on a trip to Africa to work; he is a senior correspondent for the newspapers. Mr. Wilson expressed his regrets that he had not been able to travel in the United States before leaving for the trip.

The impact of creating a new African nation is not without its difficulties. It seems to me that a system which provides for young people being taken into its leader or some group, provides a cooperative system in which programs are judged on their merit and not hampered by personal feelings or prejudices that exist. And I was not surprised that this opportunity to voice his disagreement on the development of the new magazine if it was published.
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School of Religion Graduates First Negro Women

The Rev. Emma P. Hill and the Rev. Jessie M. Hickerson were the first Negro women to receive the Bachelor of Divinity degree from the school, and they were graduated on June 5, 1960. The Rev. Mrs. Hill has been in Washington where she attended school. She is a graduate of Dyerer High School, Normal School and earned the Bachelor of Arts degree from the Col-lege of Liberal Arts at Howard University. The Rev. Mrs. Hill was admitted to full membership in the Washington annual conference of the Methodist church at the 80th session in May, 1956. Her acceptance followed by only a few weeks a resolution passed by the General Conference in Minneapolis to open membership in the Methodist church to women ministers on the same basis with men.

The Rev. Jessie M. Hickerson is a native of Texas. She is a graduate of the Phillips Wheatley High School in Houston, Texas; Mary Allen Junior College, Crockett, Texas, and the Bachelor of Arts degree from Tillotson College, Austin, Texas. This week she was admitted to full membership in the Methodist church at the 83rd annual conference in San Antonio. In preparation for her profession as a minister she graduated from the Franklin Beauty School of Houston, Texas, and received a Bachelor of Science in Memphis, Tennessee, and the Wilford Beauty Academy of New York City.

A.U. Offers Grants

Ten scholarships of $300.00 each are available through The American University, Washington, D.C., for students to attend the International Summer School to be held at the Technological Institute in Monterrey, Mexico, the first week of July.

To be eligible, a student must be enrolled at The American University or any other accredited college or university or be a member of a high school senior who has studied Spanish and has been accepted for college in the fall of 1960.

Dual Filter Does It!

Filters as no single filter can...

for mild, full flavor!

Here’s how the Dual Filter does it:

1. It combines a unique inner filter of ACTIVATED CHARCOAL, definitely proved to make the smoke of a cigarette mild and smooth.

2. with an efficient pure white outer filter. Together they bring you the best of the best tobaccos—the mildness and taste that pay off in pleasure!
Behind The Desk...

(An Editor’s Column)

SHARP TONGUES IN ADMIN. BUILDING?

One of the most common complaints that I have heard from students is that about the reception they are accorded by secretaries and clerks in the administration building. During a period of some three years, students have frequently commented on the discourteous reception by secretaries in the administration building. This has been a source of much consternation to teachers. Now I have received a complaint from one of Howard’s students who has had more than his share of discourteous reception from the clerks in the administration building. He contends that the presence of students in the administration building to write to the HILLTOP and give us his side of the picture, it would be very enlightening for the students to get some relative concrete idea of how they appear from behind the clerk’s desk.

L. S.

Complaint That Guards Mistreat Pros

Several students have complained to the administration regarding the sharp-tongued secretaries or clerks in the administration building. This is not to say that there are no sharp-tongued clerks or secretaries in the administration building, but it seems to be entirely natural that such a complaint would complicate this issue unnecessarily.

According to these student sources, faculty members who have transacted business in the administration, the clerks in the offices that serve students, the faculty, and faculty who have dealt with the people they work for and with.

Esterbrook fountain pens write with the amazing new miracle discovery—INK!

Don’t bother to have your handwriting analyzed. It probably looks just like your roommate’s. No character at all. Until you write it on the paper, you’ll think you like the ink: choice of six colors. Another thing—the Esterbrook Classic always uses ink. You’ll like ink once you get used to it. Makes clearly discernible marks on the paper.

Esterbrook Pens

$2.95

Copyright 1958 The Coca-Cola Company

REGULAR

Drink Coca-Cola Sign of Good Taste

Coca-Cola is a registered trademark owned under authority of The Coca-Cola Co. by

The Washington Coca-Cola Bottling Co., Inc.

7350 Ritchie Road, Capital Heights, Maryland 20743

LONG, LONG LINES—Shown in Room 116 Douglas Hall is one of the students’ major beginning-of-semester disasters—the registration lines. University Treasurer Clarke indicates, in an accompanying article on this page, that progress is being made in smoothing out the registration process.

Treasurer Clarke Explains Why Howard Uses Its Registration Plan

By Alma - Jean Powell

Is the school satisfied with the registration methods now used? Are any changes planned in the methods? Why can’t Howard use the sign-now-pay-later system?

No one method is entirely satisfactory, says James B. Clarke, treasurer of Howard University, “We cannot be satisfied until we can cut down the time to a minimum.” Plans for improvement include simplification of registration material.

Mr. Clarke spoke of the difficulties in our method compared to other universities and the reasons for the differences. Howard University has no assessment of fees whereas other universities have a flat fee. Under the flat fee method, the student first pays a set fee and takes as many or as few courses as he wishes. Everyone pays the same fee regardless of how few his hours.

Mr. Clarke is convinced that improvement over the years is evident since more students complete registration within the time allotted.

Bethelmy Advises Registration Late

By Victoria L. Bethelmy

Eukee! I’ve found it! At last I have overcome the terrible inconvenience of having to stand in line for hours in order to pay fees during registration. The solution is to pay fees late, together with the regular fee, but in the case of a late fee of five dollars. I quite realize that I run the risk of having students adopt this system, which will result in the long lines being transferred to late payments, but then, this will solve the problem with regard to the lines during registration days.

Some weeks ago I had the pleasure of accompanying my roommate to the treasurer’s office in the area during his registration. This college boasts of many more students than ours. The checkbook procedure and absolute efficiency of the office was appealing. I had done there amazed me. Within an hour we were on our merry way back home and my roommate was fully registered—Deferred Payment Plan in all.

Here at Howard, we claim the right to be different. We must have a lady to distribute athletic cards when this could be done by the clerk. The time of payment while the good lady could be changing. We must give a cashier or some other useful position. We must be advanced up—states—on another plan—Deferred Payment Plan, or whatever. We must be heavily policed by an aging, but too gentle,
Colloid and Surface Chem. Contest Open

The opening of the 1960 contest in colloid and surface chemistry among college undergraduates is announced by the University of Southern California. The contest is sponsored by the Continental Oil Company of Houston, Texas and Pontiac City, Oklahoma, and is now in its fourth year.

Students of chemistry, biochemistry and chemical engineering in all four liberal arts universities of the United States and Canada are eligible if they have regular undergraduate status, and are interested in the subject. The deadline for submitting entries is April 1, 1960. Entry blanks may be obtained immediately by writing to Professor C. A. Blatt, Chemistry Department, University of Southern California, Los Angeles 7, California.

``Hilltop'' Needs Proofreaders Join Now

The deadline for submitting entries is July 1st, 1960. Entry blanks and blanks may be obtained immediately by writing to Pro. K. J. Kittrell, Howard University, Washington, D.C., or by writing to Professor H. C. Lewis, Chemistry Department, University of Southern California, Los Angeles 7, California.

Sir Isaac Newton is struck by another great idea!

As sure as little apples, Newton knew that what goes up must come down. But when it comes down to a really pleasurable filter cigarette, it's what goes up—in front of the filter—that makes the difference!

And there's where Winston had an inspired idea—Filter-Blend! Winston specially selects choice, mild tobaccos, then specially processes them for filter smoking. The result: Filter-Blend up front of a modern filter. That's what makes Winston a complete filter cigarette.

Filter-Blend also makes Winston America's best-selling, best-tasting filter cigarette. Take it from Sir Isaac:

``You don't have to be hit on the head to know that Winston tastes good like a cigarette should!''
Peck
A Student Portrait
By Joanne Diven

(Peck) Babson came from a small town of Sipriya, India, in 1950 when he attended Harvard. The majority of the people in the district of Sipriya is quite simple. As he was the only child in his family, he started attending Harvard University. At home, he attended Indian-medium high schools in Tirunelveli, Narasimara College High School. Peck's favorite subjects were English, Latin, and chemistry. He was interested in work in the pursuance of his Bachelor of Science, degree majoring in Chemistry or Economics.

Happy
On the first day I saw him, he was introduced to me and I was somewhat amazed at his innocence. He cannot be quite honestly happy in the United States. In my first conversation with Peck, I found out what he thought of this university.

Harvard University is one of the most prominent universities in the United States; it is comprised chiefly of colored people. The professors and teachers are only willing to assist the students and teachers in the academic field in which difficulty may be encountered. Peck was able to function in number and capabilities.

Peck further stated that many of his other West-Indian brothers at Harvard, while generally satisfied, are experiencing the same difficulty in the novelty of the way in which examinations are conducted. Peck feels that (1) the examinations at Harvard are too frequent; (2) the type of examinations are very superficial, and are based on speed and not on comprehension.

Peck is of the opinion that no examination in physical scientists should be required of the students at the end of the semester.

Changes
Peck spoke on his view of changes he would like to see. They are (1) the immediate cessation of Remedial Reading; (2) the safest possible introductions of remedial courses in Chemistry, Biology, and physical sciences; (3) professors should make an honest attempt to eliminate the increasing problems that arise in the minds of students studying social science; and (4) the staff of the university should consider that very often, foreign students in particular are at a disadvantage because of the lack of foreign professors, which are usually given immediately after arrival in the United States.

On general views and opinions, Peck describes life here as being hectic. The Washington Institute is quite friendly. Football is a novelty. "It is quite an exciting game." He also says that there are more changes here than in India.

Concerning the 7000 desk space for freshmen girls Peck says: "I think Harvard is a result of the following doctrine: simulation. all freshmen girls are to sign in at 7:00 P.M. and yet under the proviso of the library, since harm is along those goods.

Council Delegates Attend NSF Conf.

by Laurenne Pearson

On Friday afternoon, December 4, 1950, sixty students, Lewis, Juan Hunt, Harvey Hamlin, Percy Johnson, Jerome Wheatley, and yours truly, journeyed to Columbia University, December 5, 6, and 7, to attend with other students from the Mason-Dixon Region were fortunate in being able to attend a conference at which were held some of the most active regions in the nation.

Establishing Goals of Education, Effective Freshman Orientation, Effective Social and Cultural Programming, Emphasizing Disciplinary Practices, Effective Student Leadership, to name a few of the conferences, were held around the hall. "The President's Room in Higher Education". A discussion will follow the workshops.

On the evening, we attended the meeting at the Eastman House, on Riverside Drive. The theme for the evening was Dr. Frank Gruenewald, U.S. Ambassador to India and Pakistan, who stressed the importance of educating ourselves to be prepared to face the changing times of the world.

On the religious services Sunday morning, we attended the final session at which we heard from Donald H. Hubbard, president, U.S.S.R.A., Scio, New York City, Harken not to the glorious claims of others --

Our man is on the way...

He will be at your placement office

MARCH 1, 1950

with alluring promises of a paradise

The Cleveland Electric Illuminating Company

P.S. Avoid the rush, the pushing and shoving of the mob. Sign up early for your appointment.

---

February 23, 1960
February 23, 1960
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Bethel

(From Page 4, Col. 5) policeman. We must do this and
do that from pillar to post before we finally emerge exhausted but
duly registered students.

You will agree then that the
five dollars charge is a rather
pleasant penalty when constrasted
with the hunger, headaches and
utter discomfort of standing
in a line.

In recent months, a number
of the colleges taking part in
the ROTC program have urged modifi-
cations in the military curri-
culum and have also proposed making
more of the military training
courses elective.

The Army said that it opposed
extension of the elective principle
for freshmen and sophomores.

At present, military training
courses for ROTC cadets in the
first two years are compulsory
in 168 schools for American stu-
dents. It is elective for all jun-
ior and seniors who wish to en-
roll.

Dr. Woolfgang: My rece"rery of
your letter. Now students and I have no
reason to care for them. I'm sending you her
14 cats.

Dear English: You can answer that one
yourself. Simply put a match to a Lucky Strike
and puff.

Dear Capable: That.

Dear Dr. Frood: For months I
have worked nights in the lab, developing
the formula for the insect killer. I am convinced
now that this formula will make possible
the perfect crime. It's a deadly poison
that works externally, rather than internally. To test my for-
mula, I have placed a large amount of
the poison on this letter that you are now
reading in your hands. Sorry it had to be
you, old man.

Wolfgang

Dear Dr. Frood: How very soon the main
forms will be scaring the colleges for
capable seniors. They'll be offering
new slogans for Lucky Strike: "Remember
how great cigarettes used to taste? Lucky Strike
stills do." I wonder if the Lucky Strike people
realize there is a most seri-
ous objection here. The modifer is
awkward. Does "great" modify "taste"?
Or does "great" mean "excellent"?

English Professor

Dear Dr. Frood: Very soon the main
forms will be scaring the colleges for
capable seniors. They'll be offering
new slogans for Lucky Strike: "Remember
how great cigarettes used to taste? Lucky Strike
stills do." I wonder if the Lucky Strike people
realize there is a most seri-
ous objection here. The modifer is
awkward. Does "great" modify "taste"?
Or does "great" mean "excellent"?

English Professor

Dear English: You can answer that one
yourself. Simply put a match to a Lucky Strike
and puff.

Dear Ross: Only if they are very young.

TOBACCO AND TASTE TOO FINE TO FILTER!

Product of The American Tobacco Company — "Toacco is our middle name"

NSA Offers Travel To Russia In Summer

There has long been a demand in the Student Travel Field for a comprehensive program in Rus-
sia and the Scandinavian countries. The Scandinavian Student Association, experienced in Student
Travel for years, will have a 50 day tour visiting Holland, Denmark, Norway, Sweden, Finland, Poland,
Russia, Austria, and France during the summer of 1960.

Highlighting the trip through Russia will be a visit to
Lenin and a view of the Mosc"o and Moscow in a TU 104 Jet. The Russian portion of the
trip will also include visits to Kiev and Leningrad.

Students have an opportunity to view two of the oldest
cities in Poland when the tour visits Warsaw and Krakow.

The tour will travel aboard a special student
ship, one of the Hol-
land-American Line ships being operated for the
National Student Association under special charter.

For further information or details contact: DENSA Education, of Travel Inc., 20 West 30th Street,
New York, N.Y. (5000)
Looking Forward To Graduate Placement

The Cleveland Electric Illuminating Company Recruiting all students and graduates of Howard University. A student in need of part-time employment should visit the office daily until 1:00 p.m. if his needs have been found. A section looking forward to placement following graduation should secure from the Student Employment and Graduate Placement Office application blanks, reference forms, and instruction sheets early in the school-year. He should see that a transcript of his Howard University record is on file in this office. Deposit in this office for safe keeping any employment records, Civil Service examination results, transcripts, letters of recommendation, or the like. These documents are all helpful in securing part-time employment and essential for graduate placement. It is important that such information be readily accessible to the Placement Officer.

To be used until graduation to begin assembling credentials in the Graduate Placement Office. The services of the Office of Student Employment and Graduate Placement Office application blanks, reference forms, and instruction sheets early in the school-year. He should see that a transcript of his Howard University record is on file in this office. Deposit in this office for safe keeping any employment records, Civil Service examination results, transcripts, letters of recommendation, or the like. These documents are all helpful in securing part-time employment and essential for graduate placement. It is important that such information be readily accessible to the Placement Officer.

Dr. Vincent J. Browne
Prexy D.C. Poli Sci Unit

Dr. Vincent J. Browne, Administrative Assistant to the president of the University, has been elected president of the District of Columbia Political Science Association, for 1960. Also serving as Associate President of Government here at the University, Dr. Browne served at the vice-president of the Association last year. He has held various other posts and committees in both the District of Columbia group and the national organization, the American Political Science Association.

HINTS FOR JOB SEEKERS

1. Register with the office of Student Employment and Graduate Placement.
2. Return daily at your convenience until a position is kept up with your interests.
3. Register and graduate placement.
4. Keep your name, address, and telephone number current in the office at all times.
5. Remember that a pleasant manner and ability to meet the qualifications for the job are important, but good growing when you apply for a job is a major factor in your getting it. A prospective employer often receives an impression of you and makes a decision about you the moment he sees you. It is important, therefore, that your applications be appropriately addressed when applying for employment.
6. Shorts are inappropriate attire for either young men or young women visiting the office of Student Employment and Graduate Placement.

Win $1000

If you submit the best paper on "Foundation of Structures" to the Raymond Concrete Pipe Company you might win $1,000 dollars. Raymond Concrete Company is looking for papers which will add to engineering knowledge of the subject just mentioned.

Win $75

How would you like to write your Mademoiselle? If you love writing for Mademoiselle is offered this sum to the best student-written article published in a college newspaper or magazine and submitted to it by June 15, 1960.

Entries will be judged on originality of thought and skill in writing, and subjects should be of interest to college students. Winners will be announced Sept. 15, 1960.

Entries should be sent to: People's Contest, College and Career Dept., Mademoiselle, 175 Madison Ave., N.Y. 22, N.Y.

City of Philadelphia Offers Job Optys.

The City of Philadelphia Personnel Department will be recruiting for the City's PersonnelDepartment will be recruiting for the City's Personnel Department. All persons interested in securing a position will be interviewed in the Personnel Department. The interview will be held between the hours of 9:00 a.m. and 5:00 p.m. in the Office of Student Employment and Graduate Placement.

A resume of each student interested should be filed in the Office of Student Employment and Graduate Placement before the day of the interview. Graduate placement officers may be obtained in this office. If your application is accepted, you may be offered a position.

A wide selection of Arrow University Fashions

Add up the points of this Arrow University shirt and you'll understand why the college man's favorite Bostonian collar is front and center back. Full back box pleat. Exacting quality and workmanship. $3.50.

Win $50

If you send us a letter about Arrow, $50.

YORK HABERDASHERY

3600 G Ave. N.W. (At Otis Pl.)

Aerospace Cadet Program for Navigation training, see your local Air Force Recruiter. Or clip and send this coupon.

There’s a place for tomorrow’s leaders on the Aerospace Team.